
 
 

 Under all the bullshit stories, the masks, all the conditioning....what’s under that?  
 

Yep, it is the highest version of you, your authentic self.  
 

You have the ability to tap in and embody your highest expression NOW. 
 

You have the power to give it permission and allow it to guide you right now.  
 

You have the alchemy to heal yourself right now. 
 

Through creating a sacred foundation, shadow work, energy clearing and boundaries, energy
healing, movement, connection and pleasure as a multidimensional being.  

 
These parts of you vibrate with the universe, where are you vibrating that is creating your

current reality? 
 

Connection to this highest version of you is the bridge in your healing work, manifesting,
creation, embodiment and your mission on this planet. 

 
She is  ready to work with you.  

 
With out that divine connection, we find ourself running in circles. 

 
Giving your power away. 

 
Feeling lost and unsure what your path is.  

 
What if you stop.  

 
Take a breath, call in your highest self right now ask, if you're ready for deep healing and

support?
 

If you get a FULL body FUCK yes, tune into that.
 

 It knows what's next...
 
 

 
Who are you?



Once your awakened to your gifts, an anchoring,
integration and embodiment begins.

 
You will deepen your sense of worthiness and purpose,

transcending victimhood and stepping into a new role as
authentic, empowered creator.

 
The completion of this process leads to a powerful soul

alignment and embodiment that allows you to open fully as
a channel for divine energy to flow through.

 
 You continue to create and manifest your deepest desires,
live your highest calling, and inspire others to do the same

with ease and grace. 
 

HEaL

During this experience you will 

your highest expression 

From this new foundation of balance,
the activation process begins. 

 
By replacing limiting beliefs with
desired outcomes and later by an
activation of your own deep inner
knowing, inherent abilities, and

spiritual gifts.
 

ActIvatE
We start by healing and releasing any
distortions in your life and energetic

field.
 

 Together we work to identify the root
causes of suffering and imbalances.

 
 Traumatic wounds and patterns begin to

heal,  boundaries grow stronger and
triggers/challenging emotions are more

easily and peacefully navigated.

EmboDY



 

Desire to get in touch with and embody your authentic nature
 

Wonder if you will ever feel "good enough"
 

Feel frequently "burnt out"
 

Live on "repeat" with relationships and patterns
 

Desire more magick, joy, fun, play, and BLISS  in your life
 

Want to heal your nervous system and its responses
 

Want to involve more breath, movement, and mindfulness into your
life

 

Just you and me
Together we create a custom channeled experience for your needs and goals. This

offering is for the one that is ready to dive deep into the depths with me and
confront the limiting beliefs and programing that are keeping you stuck. 

 
 It is for the womban ready to learn and embody the self healing tools that are

already within her.  
 

This experience takes full presence from us both. It is sacred, transformational and
intimate. 

 
 

This may be for y
ou if

you...



What's inside 

4 months of deep support+Intuitive guidance in the Akashic
Records

 
7 Bi-weekly private 60 minutes ZOOM sessions

 
 Voxer Support 

 
Custom Soul Work+Healings including multiple modalities and

exercises to support you 
 

Trello page for collaboration 
 

Access to plant Sacraments
 

Self pace access to Alchemize and Rise online program
 

Sacred supporting ritual box with:
 Crystal grid intuitively created, cleansed, charged & activated

Ceremonial Cacao, to open and expand the heart space
Energy cleansing spray

Yoni  Egg or wand
Flower Essence

 
Closing Ceremony  

 
VIP access to all in person group ceremonies 

 
 

Sacred Tools- 
 
 

Meditation
Guided Imagery 

Somatic Exercises
Heart Space Expansion

Divine Connection
Addiction Alchemy 

Timeline healing
Shadow Work

Embodiment Practices
Pleasure Practices

Womb Healing
Rituals 

Energetic Boundaries
Mindset Shift 

Activations
Manifesting Tools

Plant Medicine Access
 



Exchange

In Full  $3333                                    
                          6 payments $577 

THE



Jaci

Testimonials

 

Literally the timing of this truly saved me
from one of the darkest places I had been
in a long time. I know I wouldn’t be where
I am today had I not listened to that little

voice to just sign up! 
 

Some of my favorite parts were, how she
created a container for me that I can come
back to anytime and get the tools I need.
Because let’s be honest. Life is hard and I

will need these tools and reminders again.
I loved learning to sit with myself and love
her guided meditations. Her voice is that
of an angel. I love the new practice and
rituals she taught me that I implement

into my daily routines. She is so organized
in all that she does with her program.

Even with major life events happening in
her life, she would still check in with me. 

 
This experience and working with Chey

truly changed me and gave me the tools to
learn new ways of truly loving myself. She
is a beautiful soul that truly has gifts. I was
at a very low point in my life and I am so

grateful for her and her gifts .
 

Thank you for loving me when I didn’t
love me and helping me heal the wounds
in me that desperately needed the love

and light that you taught me to heal. You
are an inspiration and your authentic

beautiful self shines so bright, thank you.
 

I love you friend.
 

Lea Teri
During this container I was able to do so
much healing that I was never really able

to do through traditional methods of
therapy or counseling.

 
 Chey took me through a timeline healing
and I was able to understand myself and
finally let go of so much that had been

weighing me down. I feel like I am back to
the young energetic soul that I was as a

younger woman and that brings me much
joy! 

 
Life seems more magical now that I am not

worrying about things that are out of my
control. I wish I had done this sooner, but I

know that this was meant for me right
now. The shifts in my perspectives on

personal matters, business expansion and
spiritual growth are incredible. In such a
short time I have experienced so much

abundance that I am in awe of this
wonderful universe! 

 
Chey is a gifted healer and just such a

loving soul! It was easy for me to trust her
throughout this process and just let her
help me grow. I would tell anyone that

feels "stuck" or that is not really finding joy
in life to go deeply into this container....do

the work! 
 

It is so worth it!
 
 

Truthfully, the experience was so impactful
on my life, I honestly can't think of

anything that could have made this any
more perfect. In fact, this journey and our
times together were so much more than I

could have ever expected.
 

Gosh, there were so many breakthroughs
on this journey. I'd have to say the biggest
was self love and letting go of people from

the past that kept me tied to certain
emotions. Honestly, I loved every aspect of
this container. Each piece played such an

important roll in my self-
discovery/awareness. I really also enjoyed

the Cacao Ceremonies. Those were yummy
cherries on top of this container.

 
Those buried issues were released through

letting the emotions come through and
recognizing what those emotions were
trying to tell me on a deeper level. The
meditations, soul work, and self care

outside the zoom sessions were also very
helpful. The soul work really allows you to
let it all out and be able to step back and

digest what you spewed.
 

All I can say is thank you from the very
bottom of my heart space. Lots of love!

 
 
 



 It is my intention to guide others to be their own greatest healer, with radical
healing, self devotion and embodiment of their highest expression. 

 
As an embodied trauma informed channel, my offerings include healing salon

experiences, ceremonies, and mentorship programs in conjunction with
therapeutic spiritual tools.

 
 In community we honor and explore shadow work, energy transmutation,

sound healing, soul patterning, energetic fortification, embodiment practices,
and support from plant sacraments. 

 
 

I'm CheyAnne-
 Mystic, Alchemist and ConsciousStylist


